This, That, These and Those

(answer sheet)

Match the word on the left with its correct definition on the right.

This  
That  
These  
Those  

people, places or things at a distance
people, places or things close by
a person, place or thing close by
a person, place or thing at a distance

Complete each sentence with 'this', 'that', 'these' or 'those'.

1.) Do you see ___that___ bird over there?
2.) ___This___ newspaper I'm holding has today's news.
3.) Place the vase on ___that___ table in the corner.
4.) Mary wants ___those___ apples displayed in the window.
5.) ___This___ is the best movie I've ever seen.
6.) ___These___ shoes are hurting my feet.
7.) Could you toss me one of ___those___ pillows?
8.) How much is ___that___ jacket hanging on the far rack?
9.) Jackie thinks ___these___ peaches here have gone bad.
10.) ___Those___ children across the street are jumping rope.
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